
 

 

A Quick Guide to All-Over Sublimation 

Kevin Lumberg & TJ Kvilhaug  

These days, we are seeing more and more clothing with graphics placed all over the garment. 

Some are for fashion, while others are for jerseys or even brand labeling. We see these all over in 

different stores. These prints usually draw you over to take a closer look, and if you are anything 

like us, you feel the fabric, noticing that you can’t feel any image. You realize that it’s 

sublimation! But how is that made? In this month’s column, we will focus on all-over print 

shirts. They can be done in a few different ways, which we will explore and talk more about. 

TYPES 

There are two different ways that all-over printed shirts can be made. It can be done using what 

is called cut-and-sew, and then the easier pre-made shirt, which is sublimated as is. Both have 

their advantages, but like everything else, have disadvantages as well! 

The cut-and-sew style has become more and more popular over the last few years. This 

application is done by designing the garment in pieces, meaning you will have your front, back, 

sleeves, collar, etc. Once they are designed, you then print your transfer. From this point, 

pressing is either done with cut pieces that are already cut to the correct shape, or with just a big 

piece of fabric that is sublimated and cut after the fact. 

Sewing the pieces together this way eliminates any kind of crease marks you will see on shirts. 

These marks usually reside around the collar, or up the side and underneath of the sleeve. This 

method is more labor intensive because you need to have someone that can sew the pieces 

together in a timely manner, as they will be sewing a complete order from scratch and will be on 

whatever timeframe you gave your customer. 
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The other way to execute an all-over print is with a pre-made shirt. This way is definitely easier 

than the cut-and-sew style in our opinion, but you will have some imperfections that you and 

your customer will have to be ok with. To produce a shirt this way, you follow the same plan as 

the cut-and-sew option with just a few changes. 

Your template will essentially be a T-shirt outline. You design within this template. You will 

have a couple different templates depending on the size of shirt. (These may be available through 

your supplier. It never hurts to ask!) You want to have a template so you can save a little money 

on ink as you won’t be laying down as much as if you were simply to have a big rectangle with 

the design and lay your shirt inside it. 

To prepare your shirt for pressing, you will want to pre-press the garment. Lay it out as flat you 

can and then pre-press. This will get the shirt as flat and wrinkle free as possible. Pre-pressing 

can decrease the amount of the fold creases that you see on your shirt when you sublimate it. 

When you sublimate a pre-made shirt, you will never completely get rid of the creases, but you 

can minimize them depending on your press process and type of shirt you are using. 

EQUIPMENT 

Depending on the extent you want to go with your all-over prints, the size of printer and press 

will vary greatly. Usually the beginning printer size that is used in a true all-over print will start 

at 44 inches. This size can fit your designs easily. There are larger sizes from that point as well. 

The other most common size is a 64-inch machine. These machines come in four or eight color 

options, most running with dual CMYK. There is an option in some to run fluorescent colors in 

order to add a neon type look to your images. The use of fluorescent colors has exploded over 

the last couple years and only looks to be getting even bigger, so these printer options may be 

more initial investment but definitely worth it down the road! 

Another big benefit once you get to the large-format style printers is you also have the option to 

use a tacky type paper that will help in pressing your fabrics. Tacky paper means that it has a 

heat-sensitive adhesive on it. It will act as normal paper for placing your image, but once heated, 

the transfer tacks to the fabric for a secure hold and eliminates any kind of ghosting! Tacky paper 

would replace any kind of tape or spray adhesive you may be using now. 

As far as heat presses go, there are two different styles—flat presses and roll presses. Flat presses 

come in many different sizes depending on what your needs are. The most common is 44 inches 

by 64 inches. This gives you plenty of room whether you want a cut-and-sew or a pre-made shirt. 

These presses also come in either manual or air options. 

The other option is the roll presses. These are big presses that have a heated drum, either oil or 

electric, and pull both the fabric and transfer roll through a series of belts slowly around the 

heated drum where the sublimation occurs. These presses work more for the cut-and-sew option, 

as you then will cut the pieces from the sublimated roll after it’s complete. 

CONCLUSION 



The all-over print market has exploded over the last few years. It is gaining more and more steam 

as more garments are being made this way and customers see the benefit. The end product is an 

amazing full-color option that still has both breathability as well as a permanent imprint. The 

upfront investment is a lot more than your standard desktop, but your end financial gain could 

more than make up for it! 

  

 


